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September 28th 2015: The Leadership Coaching
Revolution in Higher Education

The use of leadership coaches has exploded in
corporations and other organizations. Eric
Schmidt and Bill Gates say “everyone needs a
coach,” and increasingly in the C-suite, almost
everyone has one. And the reasons for this
growth are becoming clearer. When individuals
are coached, they become more effective with
improvements in task & relationship orientation;
and coaching is a good investment returning $5$7 for every $1 spent. In this episode, Big
Beacon Radio host (and coach) Dave Goldberg
explores the growing usage of coaches in
education with three other coaches. Dave is
joined by
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Featured Guests
Beverly E Jones
Beverly Jones is a master of reinvention. She started out as a writer,
next led university programs for women, and then trail-blazed her career
as a female Washington lawyer and Fortune 500 energy executive.
Throughout her varied work life she has mentored other professionals to
grow and thrive. Since 2002, Bev has flourished as an executive coach
and leadership consultant, helping professionals of all ages to advance
their careers, shift directions, and become more productive.
Read more

Kelly Lewis
Kelly Lewis started the Lewis Leadership Group in 2007, out of a desire
to live her values and welcome leaders home to themselves.
Read more

Daryl Nardick
Daryl Nardick, PhD, works with leaders in higher education as a
leadership coach, consultant, and facilitator of breakthrough programs
for universities across North America. Daryl’s higher education roots go
back 25 years when she led Apple Computer’s market development
team for higher education.
Read more
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